The effect of level and relative frequency region on the recovery of overshoot.
Overshoot--in particular, threshold for a signal near masker onset--can be reduced by presenting a stimulus (precursor) just prior to masker onset. The recovery of overshoot can be examined by varying the delay between the offset of the precursor and the onset of the masker, where "recovery" denotes an increase in the threshold for a signal near masker onset. The present study examined the effects of stimulus level and relative frequency region on this recovery. In all experiments, the masker was a broadband of noise and the signal was a 4-kHz sinusoid. The first experiment examined the effects of masker level on overshoot in order to choose two levels (one "low" and one "high") that produced similar amounts of overshoot; these levels were used in the remaining experiments. In the second experiment, the precursor was identical to the masker, and recovery functions were measured for both low and high masker and precursor levels. there was no consistent difference in the recovery functions between the two levels. In the third experiment, the precursor was divided into two bands (one below and one above 4 kHz); one was presented continuously while the other was gated as in experiment 2. The recovery was more complete when the band above 4 kHz was gated, although the recovery was usually less than that observed in experiment 2 when (effectively) both bands were gated. The results suggest that the frequency regions on both sides of the signal are important for the recovery of overshoot, but that the frequency region above the signal may be more important than the region below.